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Hello everybody,

Because of IPB, Inc has been charging us the cost for using IPB 2.0 Final, our X-IPBM F200 will
not be free on this site (bbpixel.com) and can not be downloaded (because I don't have
permission to distribute them for use freely anymore).

Now, I am will make these Options to support everyone with the other purposes:

================For Freely Users===================
1. IPBM 1.x will can be converted into IPB origin, with this option, you can transfer to the other
board which you like.
2. IPBM 1.x for E-XOOPS/RunCMS is available
3. PHPBB 2.2x will be the next module that I intent to do.

================For Business Users=================
1. We open Services for anyone who likes to use IPB 2.x versions: Integrate original IPB to
XOOPS portal or Mambo portal, Converter DB between IPB IPB module.
2. Open Selling Service: Sell Modification Scripts... etc...
3. Open Service to make Modules for XOOPS/Mambo as your requests.

=============================================
These will make the new face for BBpixel, I think these changes will be a best way to make
BBpixel existence while IPB, Inc is going to charge back us.

Trying to smile while we are wanting to cry on a bad day. _^|+_

http://www.bbpixel.com/modules/news/article.php?storyid=50
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